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To avoid such type of situation, basically farmer contact the
expert for the solution. But seeking the expert advice is very
time consuming, expensive as it requires continuous
monitoring by the experts and inaccurate because they are
giving the advice based on their facts and skill. Another issue
is, farmer sometimes take the decision by own and use the
excessive dose of pesticide, it also affects the food
production.
To avoid this entire problem, Machine Learning is a
field of computer science, in which a pre-data will be posed to
a system and make that system to learn by its own and to apply
its learned model, to perform a task [Hari]. Machine learning
gives the better solution which is better, accurate and
affordable to the farmer than manual method. In our proposed
system, first we train our system using training data set then
we apply random image of leaf to it and our proposed system
will able to identify the disease on leaves and classify
according to its category. Also, our proposed system will able
to give the grading to the disease means how much disease are
affected to the plants.
The plant leaves are affected by bacterial, fungal and viral
diseases which include leaf rust, powdery mildew, bacterial
blight, Downey mildew, brown spot etc. Figure 1 illustrates
the classification of the bacterial, fungal and viral diseases.

Abstract - India is an agricultural country where most of people
are depends on the agriculture. When Plants are infected by the
virus, fungus and bacteria, they are mostly seen on leaves and
stems of the plants. Because of that, plants production is
decreased also economy of the country is decreased. The farmer
has to identify the disease and decide which pesticide will be used
to control the disease in plants. To finding out which disease affect
the plants, the farmer contacts the expert for the solution. The
expert gives the advice based on its knowledge and information
but sometimes seeking the expert advice is time consuming,
expensive and may be not accurate. So, to solve this problem, the
image processing techniques and Machine Learning algorithm
like Neural Network, Fuzzy Logic and Support Vector Machine
gives the better, accurate and affordable solution to control the
plants disease than manual method.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

India is a fast-developing country and agriculture is the
backbone for the country’s growth [1]. The economic growth
is depending on the food production. Plants are considered to
be important as they are the source of energy supply to
mankind. Plant diseases can affect the leaf any time between
scattering and gathering [1]. If plants are infected by bacteria,
virus or fungus which can be easily identified from the leaves
and stem of the plants, it reduces the production of the food
and it directly affects the economical development of the
nation. Current world’s people has made a massive call for all
the food products, so in order to meet the exponential growth
of the world’s demand; agriculture methods have taken a
broad way, by using fertilizers for fast growth. The most
important thing is that we have to keep our body healthy. But
using these kinds of fertilizers can affect our body. Generally,
if we consume any food that is affected by diseases, we
obviously get affected by it [3].
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(BRBFNN) for identification and classification of plant leaf
diseases: An automatic approach towards Plant Pathology”
mainly focus on fungal disease. They used BRBFNN for
detecting and classifying leaf disease in plants.
[5] Juncheng Ma, Keming Du, Feixiang Zheng, Lingxian
Zhang, Zhihong Gong and Zhongfu Sun has proposed a “A
recognition method for cucumber diseases using leaf
symptom images based on deep convolutional neural
network” mainly used the Deep Convolutional Neural
Network for symptom wise detection for 4 different types of
Cucumber disease. They achieved 93.4% and 92.2% accuracy
for unbalanced dataset and balanced dataset respectively.
They also compare their result using AlexaNet.

b) Downey Mildew

III.

The proposed method is developing for automatic
detection, classification and grading of leaf diseases in plants
as shown in below figure 2. The dataset of leafs are collected
from various sources, it contains basically tomato, cucumber
and tobacco leaf images. The dataset contains around 200
images. The proposed system basically divides into 2 parts
testing and training. In training module, the leaf images which
is infected or normal are given to the proposed method as
input and then median and unsharp filter is applied on it for
noise remove and sharpening. And then image is segmented
into interested region using K means clustering technique. K
means clustering segmented images into Region of Interest
using minimum distance criteria. In K-means clustering,
number of clusters are selected randomly or using heuristic
approach. Then the minimum distance was calculated from
each and every pixel from each center pixel then center pixel
was calculated using averaging of every pixel. These steps
were following up to no pixel changed its cluster. Each cluster
is group of similar pixels whose distance is minimum and
different from other clusters pixels. From the all of the cluster,
infected cluster was selected and it converted into HSI color
image.
When image contain large amount of data, it is necessary to
represent data into different format using shape, color and
texture. There are many techniques are available for texture
feature extraction. Gray Level Co-occurrence matrix
(GLCM) is used to extract texture feature from the image. The
size of GLCM is depend on number of grey levels in image.
GLCM contain the information about how pixel with gray
level value i occurs either vertically (900 or 2700),
horizontally (00 or 1800) or diagonally (right (450 or 2250) or
left (1350 or 3150)) to its adjacent pixel with gray level value j
in image. In this proposed method, the GLCM is calculated
for H, S and HS component of image. For this, first RGB
image is converted into HSI color space. After generating
GLCM, the Haralick’s texture features are calculated.
Haralick et al. defined 13 texture features like contrast,
correlation, energy, entropy, homogeneity etc., for image.
Those texture features are used for further classification.
These parameters are given to feed forward neural network
which is used to train the network.

c) Leaf Curl

d) Anthracnose
Figure: 1 classification of the bacterial, fungal and viral
diseases
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

[1] L. sherly Pushpa Annabel, T. Annapoorani and P.
Deepalakshmi proposed a “Machine Learning for Plant Leaf
Disease Detection and Classification – A Review” which
mainly describe the many techniques under Neural Network
as supervised and unsupervised learning. And they give the
comparative study for different paper based on plants result of
their methodology.
[2] Shima Ramesh, Mr. Ramachandra Hebbar, Niveditha
M, Pooja R, Prasad Bhat N, Shashank N and Mr. P V Vinod
proposed a “Plant Disease Detection Using Machine Learning
“which mainly recognize the abnormalities occurs in a plant
and they normally concentrate on accuracy. They train their
model with 160 images of papaya plants. They used Naïve
Bayes, SVM, Logistic Regression and CART for
classification. They achieved 70% accuracy.
[3] S.Santhana Hari, M.Sivakumar, Dr. P.Renuga,
S.karthikeyan and S.Suriya proposed a “ Detection of Plant
Disease by Leaf Image Using Convolutional Neural
Network” which mainly implemented on 10 different plants
(normal and infected). They developed their model using
CNN which contain different 16 layers. Using this model,
they achieved 86% accuracy.
[4] Siddharth Singh Chouhan, Ajay Kaul, Uday Pratap
Singh and Sanjeev Jain has proposed a “Bacterial foraging
optimization based Radial Basis Function Neural Network
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texture feature was calculated using GLCM. Then calculated
feature are used to identify and classified given image to it
belongs disease category. Also, fuzzy logic is used to grade
the disease means how much percentages plants are infected.
Using this information pesticide are advised.

Training Module

Select Images from Train Data
Set

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

In proposed method, leaf images of anthracnose, leaf curl and
powdery mildew disease of different plants are used for
detection and classification. Below figures shows some
implementation results of proposed method.

Apply Median and Unsharp
Filter

Perform Segmentation using K –
means Clustering

Select the infected cluster and
convert into HIS color Space

Feature Extraction Using GLCM
for H and S both Component

Figure 3 : Input Leaf Image
Train Neural Network using
Extracted Feature

Testing Module

Select Images from Test Data Set

Apply Median and Unsharp Filter
Figure 4 : K means Clustering output (cluster1)

Perform Segmentation using K –
means Clustering
Select the infected cluster and
convert into HIS color Space
Feature Extraction Using GLCM
for H and S both Component
Classification using Neural
network

Figure 5 : K means Clustering output (cluster2)
Apply Fuzzy Logic for grading
Figure 2 : The Proposed Methodology
In testing module, the testing image is passed through the
same steps which are used in training module like first median
and unsharp filtering was applied then K- means clustering is
used to segmented the images into different clusters after that
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Figure 7 : FFNN output

Figure 6 : K means Clustering output (cluster3)

Figure 8 : Fuzzy Logic Output

Figure 9 : GLCM Features Output
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CONCLUSION
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Using Image processing techniques and Machine learning
algorithms, the disease in crops are detected, classified and
graded, depend on that the solution is advised. The filtering
techniques are giving the enhanced result than original image
and noise can be removed. This proposed method gives the
82.7% accurate result and in very short time period. The
experimental results show that the proposed approach is a
valued methodology, which can give an exact detection of leaf
diseases in a little computational effort compare to
labor-intensive method.
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